the optimal location differs between patients are difficult to identify in the operation.
this study aims in computing the path between insertion points on 3D models of normal knees, enabling the surgeon to quantify the isometry of the graft. an algorithm was therefore developed, permitting the generation of virtual grafts over different flexion positions in an automatic fashion. the algorithm is based on the work of Marai and colleagues [11] who introduced a mathematical problem formulation to describe ligaments as shortest non-penetrating paths between insertion points. In their method, they combined implicit (i.e., distance fields based on volumetric data) and parametrical (i.e., manifold surfaces) data structures. We report on the further development of their technique, proposing a light-weight algorithm which can be applied to standard triangular surface models without relying on additional data structures. In addition to the developed algorithm, an isometric score is proposed to quantify the isometry of the insertion points.
the feasibility of the method was evaluated on 3D knee models of 10 subjects, obtained in vivo from high-resolution computed tomography (Ct) images.
Methods
ten healthy male did participate in the study. the study was approved by the local ethics committee, and informed consent was obtained from each subject. the average age, weight, and height of the subjects were 35 years (range 25-42 years), 83 kg (range 62-85 kg), and 180 cm (range 169-190 cm), respectively. an extremity Ct scanner (Verity ® , Planmed, norway) was used to acquire high-resolution 3D images of the knee (slice thickness 0.4 mm) at a particularly low dose. the mobile gantry of the device can be rotated around two axes and translated along one axis, permitting the subjects to take a standing, weight-bearing position during Ct scanning. the left knee of each subject was scanned in four flexion positions, namely 0°, 30°, 60°, and 120°. In full extension, the subject was standing with the left foot inside and the right foot outside the gantry that was positioned at knee height. During knee bend, the left foot was flexed while the right foot was stretched backward. In each position, the flexion angle was determined using a standard goniometer as in [25, 27] . Handles on the device were used by the subjects to maintain position during the Ct scan that took a few seconds.
the image data were imported into commercially available image processing software (Mimics, Materialise, leuven, Belgium). Segmentation of the cortical bone was performed by applying manual global thresholding followed by region growing. thereafter, 3D triangular surface models were generated using the Marching cubes algorithm [10] . to ensure a closed bone surface, the hole closing feature of Mimics was applied if necessary. the knee model of the femur at 0° of flexion was used as a common reference for describing the relative patella motion during flexion. For each subject, the femur models were superimposed by applying the iterative closest point (ICP) surface registration algorithm [2] . the motion of the patella relative to the fixed femur was then determined based on the common reference. In the next step, one femoral (i.e., at the adductor tubercle) and two patellar insertion points lying on the medial patellar border (i.e., the most proximal point and a distal point in the proximal third) were specified by an experienced knee surgeon as described in [12, 22] . lastly, the relative transformation of the patella was used to automatically compute the positions of the patellar fixation points at 30°, 60°, and 120° of flexion.
In this study, we were interested in generating the shortest path from the femoral insertion point to each of the two patellar insertion points, without penetrating any bone geometry. as described in [11] , this can be achieved by introducing a set of n equally spaced control points C i (x i , y i , z i ) connected by line segments. to this end, a local coordinate system is set up whose origin is located at the femoral insertion point and whose x-axis points to the patellar insertion point (see Fig. 1a ). Based on this coordinate system, a plane P C i with origin C i and normal vector parallel to the local x-axis is defined for each point C i . By doing so, the problem can be simplified to the calculation of the optimal position of C i on P C i . to minimize the path length, the sum of Euclidean distances between the control points has to be minimized:
Due to the equally spaced planes, the term x i+1 − x i is constant and can be ignored during minimization.
the finer the resolution of control points, the better the path will adapt to the bone surface. However, a high number of control points will increase the degrees of freedom of the optimization function, making the problem more difficult to solve. We propose an iterative algorithm that will split the problem into local subtasks that can be solved in an efficient way.
Iterative path optimization
given a coarse initial solution, the key idea of the algorithm is to iterate through all control points and to locally optimize each point, assuming that all other points are optimal (1)
in the current state. a single control point C i is defined as locally optimal if it is located on the straight non-penetrating line connecting C i−1 and C i+1 . If the line penetrates the bone, C i is instead defined as the closest non-penetrating point on P C i . any other choice of C i will increase the length of the path or will violate the non-penetration constraint. thus, the position of C i will be updated in two steps. First, the local optimum of the control point is determined without considering potential bone penetration. Since the control points are distributed uniformly, the current optimal position can be simply calculated as the mean of the two neighboring points note that the position of the predecessor C t i−1 has been previously calculated within the same iteration t, while the successor C t−1 i+1 still represents the position from the previous iteration. If the computed point is located inside the
bone, the non-penetration constraint will be subsequently fulfilled by translating C i to the closest bone surface point on plane P C i . to determine whether an updated control point lies inside the bone, the outward pointing normal of the closest bone surface point on plane P C i can be used. the computational expensive task for finding closest surface points on P C i can be performed efficiently by effectively slicing the bone model into 2D contours for each plane using the so-called synchronized template algorithm of VtK [24] . Pre-calculation is possible since the planes are static throughout the optimization. By doing so, the closest point on a plane can be found efficiently using a KD-tree [1, 24] . In order to keep planes equally spaced, the control points were constrained to be moved only in the yand z-direction of the coordinate system. During the optimization process, the target function decreases monotonically in each iteration. If a point is not yet locally optimal, the total length of the path will decrease; otherwise the point will stay fixed, being Fig. 1 Example depicting the path generation algorithm: the insertion points are shown in green, the initial solution is depicted in red, and the result of the algorithm is denoted by the blue path. a First step the insertion points between femur and patella are connected by a straight line. the control points (denoted by C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ) are initially defined as the intersection points between the straight line and the equally spaced planes P C 1 , P C 2 , P C 3 . the coordinate system is defined such that the x-axis points from the femoral to the patellar insertion point. b Second step the initial solution (red) is created by moving each control point C i (magenta) by 20 mm in direction of the surface normal of the femoral insertion point (black arrow), in order to avoid bone collisions of the initial solution. thereafter, this initialization is optimized by iterating through the control points. the intermediate result after the first iteration is shown in orange and the final solution is depicted in blue. the bone surface is depicted by the gray-shaded region. c 3D case, demonstrating the progress of the algorithm from the initial solution (red) to the final result (blue). the planes P C i are indicated by dark gray lines on the bone surface. View from proximal into the trochlea (top medial) (color figure online) constrained by bone geometry. as a consequence, the global path length will decrease from iteration to iteration. therefore, the optimization process can be stopped if the length change between two consecutive iterations falls below a user-defined threshold. an example of the final optimization result is given in Fig. 1c . a rough initial solution is needed, however, to avoid the algorithm to be trapped into a local minimum. an obvious choice would be the straight line between the insertion points. However, this initialization may not work in case of 3D models only representing the cortical bone layer (as in our case). Such models are hollow since cancellous bone and bone marrow were not segmented, which may cause the algorithm to follow the inner wall of the bone. therefore, the control points have to be moved away from the bone surface. to compute the direction of the offset, the bone surface normal at the femoral insertion point is projected on plane P C i . thereafter, each control point C i is shifted by 20 mm in direction of the projected normal, as demonstrated in Fig. 1b , c. the iteration algorithm in pseudo code is described as follows:
2.2 Isometric score a score was developed to quantify the isometry of the chosen insertion points for a subject. For a string s, the isometric score I s is defined as the sum of the relative mean squared errors (MSE) of the string lengths over all flexion positions. let P be the set of all flexion positions, l p,s be the length of string s in flexion position p, and l s the average length of the string over all flexion positions. then, the isometric score I of the graft is defined as the average of the isometric scores of both strings where |P| denotes the number of measured flexion positions. the score indicates the average relative length change during flexion, since the mean squared error is sensitive to the mean error as well as to the variance [13] . the higher the score becomes, the less isometric is the insertion point. For instance, given a string with an average length l s that is 1 % longer than l s in two positions and 1 % shorter in the two other positions, the isometric score will be 0.1 × 10 −3 .
(2)
Statistical analysis
the correlation between the isometric scores (i.e., I, I 1 , I 2 ) and the corresponding maximum length change was evaluated over all individuals using Pearson's r. according to Eq. 2, the dependence between isometric score and length change can be expected to be quadratic. as Pearson's r requires linear dependence, the maximum length has to be squared before calculation of the correlation coefficient. the calculation was performed using the software r (r Foundation, Vienna, austria).
Results
the graft consisting of two strings, namely string I and string II, was generated for each of the 10 subjects in all 4 flexion positions using the described method (see Fig. 2a ). three different resolutions were analyzed to study their influence on the string length. In low, medium, and high resolution, the strings were initialized with control points sampled at 4.5, 1.5, and 0.8 mm steps, respectively. thus, a string of 60 mm length generated in medium resolution consisted of approximately 40 control points. the resolutions were chosen to be greater than the data resolution of 0.4 mm. In all resolutions, path refinement was performed until the length difference of a string between two iterations fell below 10 −6 mm. table 1 reports the string lengths during knee motion with respect to the different resolutions. In 11.25 %, the measured lengths changed considerably (i.e., more than Ct resolution) from low to medium resolution (maximum change 0.96 mm). Contrary, no length change greater than Ct resolution was observed from medium to high resolution (maximum change 0.2 mm). table 2 shows the string lengths in the different flexion positions, averaged over all subjects. the average length of both strings was maximal in full extension (string I: 64.5 mm and string II: 62.8 mm). For string I, it was minimal in 30° of flexion (60.0 mm) and for string II in 120° of flexion (58.7 mm). the slightly differing paths resulting from the different resolutions are shown in Fig. 2b . Figure 3a shows the isometric score of each subject, compared with the maximum relative length change during the entire range of motion. the correlation of all scores, i.e., I 1 , I 2 , and the combined score I, with the maximum length change was above 0.99 (Pearson, P ≪ 0.01). In 9 of 10 subjects, the score was between 0.3 × 10 . For subject 3, the score was greater than 10 × 10 −3 in all resolution. In 80 % of the subjects, a small average decrease of 6.2 % was measured from low to high resolution. Between these resolutions, the maximum decrease of 15.8 % was observed in subject 10 and the maximum increase of 19.8 % in subject 5.
For accuracy evaluation, two quality measures were introduced as depicted in Fig. 4a , b. Measure δ 1 quantified the difference between a string and the actual bone surface in case of penetration. It was defined as the maximum penetration depth per line segment, averaged over all segments of a string. as shown in Fig. 4a , the penetration depth per segment was determined by sampling the line between two control points in 10 % steps with respect to the segment length. Complementary, δ 2 measured the accuracy for the parts of a string that are not deformed by the bone surface. In these areas, the string should ideally follow a straight line. However, iterative algorithms have the characteristics to converge toward a solution and, dependent on the initialization, they may never reach it exactly. In our case, this residual error is expressed by measure δ 2 , representing the length difference between the non-penetrating part of the string and the corresponding straight line (i.e., ideal solution) as depicted in Fig. 4b . Figure 3b shows the distribution of δ 1 among all 10 subjects. the average value of δ 1 was 97.41 ± 120.49 µm (maximum: 620.51 µm) in low resolution, 3.55 ± 2.65 µm (maximum: 13.49 µm) in medium resolution, and 1.48 ± 1.42 µm (maximum: 5.67 µm) in high resolution. thus, δ 1 decreased by 96.4 % between low and medium resolution and by 58.3 % between medium and high resolution. a similar pattern can be observed for the maximal penetration depth of the strings. In low resolution, the maximum penetration depth ranged from 0.27 to 2.4 mm (average: 1.0 mm), in medium and high resolution from 0.016 to 0.094 mm (average: 0.043 mm), and 0.003 to 0.033 mm (average: 0.015 mm), respectively. a maximum penetration depth greater than the Ct resolution was only measured in low resolution (in 9 of the 10 subjects).
Besides accuracy evaluation, two additional experiments were carried out. First, the target function of Eq. 1 was solved with a general-purpose numerical optimizer (i.e., Powell's nonlinear constrained optimization [21] ). While the generated string was detoured by the bone geometry properly, it did not always converge to a straight line between the bones, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 . this characteristics was also expressed by measure δ 2 . While the error measure was high when using Powell's method (δ 2 > 2 %), it was below 0.16 % for all subjects and resolutions with our algorithm. Secondly, an experiment was performed to examine the robustness of the proposed algorithm in case of different initial solutions. thirty initializations were generated for each of three selected subjects. the initializations were generated by rotating the surface normal vector, which would be normally used to create the initial solution, by a random value of up to 70°. In all experiments, the recomputed path was either equal to our result or it converged to a different local minimum which, however, always resulted in a longer path. the calculation time needed to generate a single string did primarily depend on the desired resolution. On average, the generation using a mobile Intel Core i7@2.40 gHz, 10 gB memory took 0.9 ± 0.7 s in low resolution, 11.3 ± 5.6 s in medium resolution, and 32.9 ± 16.4 s in high resolution.
Discussion
In this study, we have investigated in vivo length changes between femoral-patellar graft insertion points using a Fig. 2 a 3D strings (blue) generated by the proposed algorithm, depicted in each of the four flexion positions from 0° (yellow) to 120° (violet). the control points were sampled in medium resolution. View from distal/medial (top proximal, left medial). b Comparison of the strings in different resolutions: cyan, blue, and dark blue denote the string in low, medium, and high resolution, respectively. View from distal into the intercondylar notch (top medial) (color figure online) custom-made algorithm for path generation. Similar methods were described previously for estimating 3D length changes of ligaments in the knee [9, 27, 28] and for other anatomy [5, 11, 14, 15, 19] . the most straight forward way for quantifying length changes during motion is to measure the direct distance between insertion points as described in a study of Zhu et al. [28] , analyzing length changes of the tibia-patellar ligament during flexion.
However, the method of Zhu et al. ignores possible intersection between the bone surfaces and the direct connection of the intersection points. Kobayashi et al. [9] described a technique in which intersecting paths were manually refined. they performed an MrI-based study for investigating the tibia-patellar tendon kinematics during a weight-bearing deep knee bend in 6 different flexion positions. the patellar ligaments were modeled as manually constructed lines connecting the insertion points on the patella and the femur. If a line intersected the bone surface, it was manually split into two new line segments being tangential to the bone surface. In their study, high penetration depths of up to 2.1 ± 2.0 mm were observed. the penetration depth error using our algorithm was of similar magnitude in low resolution (average 1.0 mm), but considerably lower in medium resolution (0.04 mm on average). Increasing the path accuracy in the method of Kobayashi et al. would require iterative splitting and subsequent refinement of the line segments in a manual fashion, which can be very time-consuming.
as a consequence, an automatic method was proposed by Marai et al. to facilitate this task [5, 11] . their algorithm permitted to estimate ligament lengths of the distal radioulnar joint by automatically calculating the shortest non-penetrating path between insertion points. More recently, their technique was also applied for measuring length changes of the interosseous membrane [15] , the ulnocarpal ligaments [14] , and the radioulnar ligaments [19] . However, the algorithm of Marai et al. requires the calculation of a high-resolution distance map representation of the bones. as a consequence, complex preprocessing must be performed before path generation. a smooth parameterized bone geometry has to be reconstructed by fitting a manifold surface to a 3D point cloud of the bone. thereafter, the distance map can be computed by sampling the parametric model. In contrast to their method, our algorithm can be directly applied to standard 3D surface models, considerably simplifying the entire workflow. additionally, the use of a distance map has also several technical limitations such as high memory consumption and small inaccuracies as stated by the authors themselves [11] . Closely related to our work is the study of Yoo et al. [27] who was one of the first investigating in vivo length changes of the MPFl using a similar computer-based method. Ct data of 10 healthy subjects were used to reconstruct 3D knee models in five different flexion positions. Virtual line segments were constructed along the 3D surface of the bones to estimate the reconstructed MPFl using commercial software. a difference to our approach is that they applied their technique on models based on non-weight-bearing knees. additionally, the validity of their path generation procedure was not demonstrated since neither technical details nor an accuracy evaluation was given.
In contrast to Yoo et al., we demonstrated quantitatively that the characteristics of the strings generated with our method were as intended: the path was detoured by bony protrusions to avoid penetration (δ 1 < 0.01 mm in medium resolution); otherwise it followed a straight line as closely as possible (δ 2 < 0. % in medium resolution). the results indicated that high resolution did not result in less penetration compared with medium resolution. Contrary, in low resolution, the generated path penetrated the bone surface considerably deeper than Ct resolution (maximum δ 1 : 0.6 mm, maximum penetration depth: 2.4 mm). the string length was already sufficiently estimated in low resolution for most of the cases, since the relative length change from low to medium resolution was smaller than 0.1 %. Besides accuracy of the generation, the measured length is also dependent on the quality of the bone geometry. a goal of the study was to employ the most accurate imaging technology for the acquisition of bone anatomy. nonetheless, the segmentation process may introduce additional errors. In [18] , Oka et al. performed an accuracy evaluation of long-bone segmentation, based on Ct data having a slice thickness of 1 mm. In their study, an average segmentation error of 0.45 mm was measured using the same segmentation software and techniques as in our work. Based on these findings, a segmentation error of half the Ct slice thickness must be taken into account as well.
Smirk et al. [25] considered an insertion point as isometric if the total length variation during flexion was below 5 mm for string lengths between 47.2 and 70 mm. the isometric score proposed in our study has the advantage that it incorporates the length changes of all flexion positions. to allow comparison with the measure of Smirk et al., one can assume a ligament with an average length of 70 mm that is 2.5 mm longer than the average in two flexion positions and 2.5 mm shorter in the other two positions, resulting in an isometric score of 1.25 × 10 −3 according to Eq. 2. Using this limit, 40 % of the defined femoral insertion points can be considered as isometric throughout the entire range of motion. this agrees with the study of Yoo et al. [27] , who also identified the femoral adductor tubercle to be an isometric insertion point. a reason why the chosen point was not isometric in the remaining subjects of our study may be that definition of the point was only based on bony landmarks without considering potential subject-specific anatomical differences. this assumption is further supported by the fact that the best location of the femoral graft insertion point is still not clearly defined [20] , although several studies [25] [26] [27] were performed to determine the most isometric point among several candidate points. Our findings agreed with results of previous cadaver studies which investigated the MPFl length of the knee under loaded conditions [17, 26] . During flexion, we measured an average length change of 7.2 and 5.6 mm for string I and string II, respectively. Steensen et al. [26] described an average length change of 7.9 and 4.5 mm using the same insertion points. In our experiments, the longest distance of string I was observed in 0° of flexion and the shortest distance in 30° flexion on average. In the cadaver study performed by nomura et al. [17] , the MPFl was very taught in 0° of flexion and relaxed in 30° of flexion when load was applied. Different results were reported in studies [25, 27] analyzing knees in a non-weight-bearing condition. Smirk and Morris [25] reported the smallest distance between the insertion points in full flexion; the greatest distance was observed between 30° and 60° of flexion. Yoo et al. [27] measured the smallest distance in full flexion for both strings, and the greatest distance for string I and string II in full extension and 30° flexion, respectively.
Our study has several limitations. First of all, a relatively small sample size of only 10 subjects was analyzed. However, the study provided preliminary results on the MPFl path length under physiological loading conditions using high-resolution bone geometry and can, therefore, be considered as a pilot study. Secondly, the graft was simplified to two non-penetrating string between insertion points ignoring biomechanical and material properties (e.g., fiber directions and stiffness), thus representing a compromise between complex physically based simulation and simple approaches not considering penetration. lastly, the in vivo knee joint kinematic was only acquired in four flexion positions which may be insufficient to fully cover the entire patellar motion.
In conclusion, the described methods appeared to be feasible for estimating the length of the MPFl in a normal knee, which enabled us to study isometric behavior. Since the algorithm solely relies on standard 3D bone models, the range of application is versatile. For instance, the method may be applied to 3D models obtained from magnetic resonance tomography (Mrt) images, since this modality is frequently used in the pre-operative assessment of MPFl tear. the accuracy of the method if applied to different image modalities is subject of further research. Ultimately, the proposed approach may be used to find the optimal insertion point with respect to isometry and subject-specific anatomy in an automatic fashion which may give additional insights for the pre-operative planning of MPFl reconstruction. this important aspect will be addressed in future work as well.
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